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Why we should engage
our customers

Our brand.

Branding is the methods in which the
organization communicates,
symbolizes and differentiates itself to
audiences.



The first point

We are what
makes our firms
different.
Our personalities.



The literature

Gronröos talks about
one-to-one;
Engeseth talks about
being one.

If you engage your
customers, you begin to know how you
can exceed their expectations.



The second point

Let’s step up to the
plate and engage
our customers—
showing them why
we’re different.

The first point

We are what
makes our firms
different.
Our personalities.



Twitter

• Brings you closer to your
customer.
• A tool for differentiation.
• Provides transparency
for your audiences—so
they can get a feel if their
values match yours.





Twitter continued

• And you can search for your potential
customers—and figure out if they are
people you can easily connect with.



Twitter is not a one-way broadcasting
channel. New-media users expect to
have engagement, not spam.

Without engagement, are you really
differentiating?

It is not a hard-sell tool: it
is a softly, softly medium.



Twitter ratios of the rich, famous
or arrogant (June 2009)

Person Following Followers Ratio
Barack Obama 774,412 1,521,246 50.91%
Britney Spears 394,119 2,001,339 19.69%
Stephen Fry 54,871 582,862 9.41%
John Campbell 309 3,933 7.86%
Ashton Kutcher 174 2,362,185 0.01%
Oprah Winfrey 14 1,642,692 0.00%
Al Gore 8 1,063,340 0.00%



Facebook

Set up groups or fan pages for your
business, to achieve the same ends.

Have your page carry your Tweets, if
you wish.

But make sure it doesn’t become a
one-way channel.





Be true to your brand
and yourself.

It does mean more work—but only as
much as you are prepared to put in,
otherwise the engagement comes
across as insincere.



You already have customers at social
media sites, waiting to be courted.

Get in first and capture their share of
mind—before someone else does.



Contact me at
jackyan.com—there’s a
feedback form on the site.

Or connect with me via
Facebook or Twitter.


